Automated Turn Mirror (ATM-470C) which allows projectors to be kept above false ceiling. It will reduce projector noise and keep the ceiling clear of projector, bracket and cables, which may be unsightly.

ATM-470C uses two pieces of front coated mirrors, one of which is motorized, to reflect projected images onto the screen during operation. When not in use, the motorized mirror will be kept completely flat on the ceiling surface.

ATM-470C comes complete with RF remote control and can be configured to be controlled by other room control system.

**Features**

- ATM-470C conceals the projector above ceiling at all times
- Reduce projector noise since it is conceal in ceiling
- Motorized mirror that open during operation and close when projector is off
- Quiet operation

**Specification**

- Overall Dimension: 730mm(W) x 580mm(L)
- Ceiling Opening: 685mm(W) x 470mm(L)
- Recommended Projector Size: 420mm(W) x 420mm(L) x 200mm(H)
- Weight: 20kg